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This is the classic book by Zeke Feinberg titled "BEAT THE BASTARD CASINOS - PRE-SETTING

THE DICE." Pre-setting the dice is the act of arranging the dice prior to shooting craps so that

specific numbers appear next to each other. Pre-setting the dice does not absolutely control the

outcome of a roll, but it can profitably alter the outcome. In other words, it won't work all the time, but

even if it works just some of the time, isn't it worth doing? You will learn how to preset the dice in six

different ways. (1) No 5s & 9s, four 7's (2) no 3s or 11s, four 7s, more outside place numbers (3) No

2s, 3s, 11s or 12s. Four 7s. (4) Two 7s, lots of place numbers (5) No 2's or 12s, two 7s, lots of place

numbers, 4 and 10 hardways (6) No 2s, No 12s, two 7s, inside place numbers. You will learn

exactly how to hold and shoot the dice - there are lots of illustrations. 128 pages.
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Motivational

Using the Techniques in this book I had 20+ rolls in two different casinos, shooting mostly 4's and

10's! It was very exciting and everyone applauded when I finished! It's not that difficult to do and you

have nothing to lose by trying. And the dealers don't mind if you tip them. They will even start

returning the dice to you like you want after a while. This book will teach you how to set the dice for

a comeout seven, and then set the dice for numbers. With a good money management system you

can make a lot of money (not to mention comps). With those two rolls I made over $500 each and

you can too!

Now I look forward to shooting the dice and I always make money on myself because I know how



many times I can throw before the seven shows - it is usually 6 or 7 times - and if I set the dice

carefully and toss them lightly so they bounce one and lightly bounce off the triangles I can make a

lot of money. I bet inside and leave them up for five rolls and take them all down and Im way ahead

now, and I learned it all from this book. I learned how to grip the dice, hold and toss the dice, and

how to make them land properly. I also learned what all the different sets mean, for example you

could set for the seven if you wanted to so you would win on the come out but I don't I always set for

numbers this way I just have to learn and practise one set. Numbers, especially the 6 and 8, there

are six different sets you can use but I use only one and it works great. There are photo's and

illustrations in this book. If you play craps you should look forward to shooting and setting the dice,

this is the only game in the whole casino that lets you control the outcome, shouldn't you learn

everything you can about it? Shooting the dice is great especially if you are winning and this book

will help you do that.

I saw a controlled shooter in Vegas several years ago roll twice back-to-back 45 min sessions and

then began to believe there might be something to this. Since then over the past 5 years I have

practiced controlled throwing and dice setting hundreds of hours and I now win on a regular basis.

They key thing is it doesn't work all the time or even most of the time but it doesn't have to.I can

now thow 6's like crazy ( I use the 3-3 set). I also protect myself by hopping the 4-3 which is the only

devil I usually throw. For a friend of mine I showed off in Shreveport and threw a six ten times out of

fourteen rolls, then came back and threw a 6 six times in a row.Then of course got heat from the

floor.

This book is awesome. I have used the methods described with fantastic success. In over twenty

sessions at the tables I lost my table stake only once and that was because I deviated from my

game plan. I usually double and even triple my table stake of $300.00. A great days income for an

hour of fun. Use these methods and improve your game.

As is his style, Zeke Feinberg is boring, repetitive, and self worshipping. I did appreciate some

information on setting the dice. But if the contents were organized and didn't repeat itself, the book

could be a 12 page pamphlet worth $3.00. This book repeats much of another of Zeke's poor

efforts, How to make $12 to $24 per hour

This book is so different than any other craps book. It proves you can make money playing craps by



setting the dice and if you practice enough you will learn how. You need to throw the dice softly so

they do not bounce around much and it doesnt work all the time but whenever I shoot, I ALWAYS

set the dice. After all, what can you lose by doing so? If anything at all will help me avoid throwing

sevens I will do it. He spends a lot of time on the different pre-sets, like A-A, A-C, C-C, and lots

more, so you can set the dice for specific outcomes. For example you want MORE sevens for the

come out and LESS sevens afterwards.He also goes into wrong betting, the unknown curse,

charting place betting and lots more. Quite a lot of good stuff in this book, it really opened my eyes.

Listen Very Carefully, I bought this book and it along with others are critical to my knowledge of how

to effectively set the dice. and beat the casino. Maybe it could have been organized better but, so

what. I want a classic novel look up Oprah's Book Club title this month. You want to call "All the

Hard Way's on the Hop"!!!! On the Come Out Roll. and Get Paid. You by this book read it and Beat

the Bastard Casinos.Oh, Check out Dicesetter.com for more information

i loved this book. it is one of two books by this author on the same topic (other book is "Casino

Craps is a Vicious $$ Devouring Game".. i cannot remember which book i liked more but i studied

this one about the dice. . it made playing craps alot more fun. And i can verify that presetting the

dice does prolong the roll. For whatever reason, it helped me avoid crapping out too soon.
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